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The Jacuzzi® Wellness collection meets various space requirements 
and stands out for its excellent comfort and design. It’s the best way to 
discover the authentic, natural benefits of heat.
Enjoy the rewarding and regenerating experience offered by our range of 

FINNISH SAUNA
The ancient Scandinavian tradition of enjoying a very hot, dry 
heat sauna purifies the body and relaxes the muscles for the 
ultimate in psychological and physical wellbeing.

JACUZZI® WELLNESS
THE SPACE DEDICATED TO YOUR WELLNESS

BIOSAUNA
Gentler than the Finnish sauna but just as effective, the 
Biosauna lets everyone enjoy its benefits thanks to its 
moderate temperature and aromatherapy.

HAMMAM
The hammam, also known as the steam bath, is a very 
ancient, damp and scented heat bath that boosts your 
health by producing intense perspiration and supports the 
respiratory system.

EMOTIONAL SHOWER
This multi-sensorial experience combines the virtues of 
nebulised water, a cascade shower and dorsal shiatsu jets 
with the benefits of chromotherapy and music, eliminating 
stress and anxiety and restoring perfect mind-body balance.

Jacuzzi® Wellness products. Bask in light effects, scents and your favourite 
music and transform a daily habit into an unforgettable moment.
Exclusive materials, innovative design and excellent performances satisfy 
all the needs of private and professional users.

SASHA DESIGN 
ALBERTO APOSTOLI

JACUZZI®

THE WELLNESS LEADER

US SKI TEAM AND JACUZZI®
A WINNING PARTNERSHIP

The Jacuzzi® brand has become a legendary 
icon for the wellness world because of the 
superior performances, reliability and ease 
of use of its products.
Thanks to 60 years of ongoing innovation, 
the design of our wellness products meets 
the high standards of a leading global 
wellness brand.

After intense physical exertion,  
a detox and regenerating treatment 
becomes essential to quickly recover 
the energy and psychological-physical 
wellbeing of athletes.
That’s why the US ski team has chosen 
Jacuzzi® as its Official Sponsor, to help its 
athletes excel on ski slopes all over  
the world.

60TH ANNIVERSARY 
VIDEO



SASHA and SASHA 2.0
DESIGN ALBERTO APOSTOLI

SAUNA, SHOWER AND HAMMAM 
FOR A MODULAR SPACE 
DEDICATED TO WELLNESS

A sauna and a hammam available in single 
or double modules or combined with an 
emotional shower to create solutions 
that meet all space requirements. Select 
materials - Corian®, abachi or basswood, 
white or black HPL - enhance the beauty  
of any room while offering the benefits  
of a real spa experience in less than  
8 square metres.

SASHA. 
The natural warmth of solid wood for the 
sauna and the frame, its most precious 
wood species combined with other 
precious materials such as steel, tempered 
glass, HPL for the hammam and for the 
emotional shower: to enchant the eyes in 
the pleasure of a total wellness experience. 

SASHA 2.0. 
The timeless charm of Corian®, an 
extraordinary and unalterable material 
that is more resistant to water and to high 
temperatures, customises the hammam 
frame and space. It is also available with 
silk-screen printed glass panels and a 
remote-control function to start it from  
a distance. 

SASHA WHITE

SAUNA + 
SHOWER*
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SAUNA*
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HAMMAM*
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SAUNA + HAMMAM
302×211×225 cm

sauna + hammam
302

22
5

SAUNA + SHOWER  
+ HAMMAM
402×211×225 cm

sauna + shower + hammam
402

22
5

*Available with door in the left or right version or fitted on the long or short side.

MOOD

THE CUSTOM-SIZED SAUNA 
WITH PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCES

Available in 4 standard sizes, Mood can be 
customised on request and can accommodate 
up to eight people. As well as a Finnish shower, 
it offers a Biosauna with the benefits of 
aromatherapy and the advantages of light and 
music. Designed for intensive use, it is crafted by 
hand using Canadian hemlock* and silk-screened 
glass. It is easy to get into thanks to its 90-cm 
wide door and 1-cm lower threshold. It can  
also be remote controlled. MOOD XL

MOOD S
180×120×210 cm

MOOD M
200×150×210 cm

MOOD L
200×200×210 cm

MOOD XL
250×200×210 cm

Available with left or right version door 
*in other wood types on request

SASHA-MI
DESIGN ALBERTO APOSTOLI

AN AUTHENTIC HOME WELLNESS 
CENTRE IN JUST 3 SQUARE METRES

A sauna and hammam plus an emotional 
shower in a compact space that offers 
maximum comfort. Available black or 
white, Sasha-Mi can be installed quickly and 
easily without masonry work and instantly 
offers a complete wellness experience.

SASHA-MI RIGHT VERSION
260×121×225 cm

SASHA-MI BLACK

SASHA-MI LEFT VERSION
260×121×225 cm



FRAME 
DESIGN MARIO FERRARINI

CLOUD
DESIGN LUCA LOSCHI AND FABIO VERDELLI

AN ELEGANT FRAME 
FOR YOUR DAILY WELLNESS

Frame is a comfortable space where you 
can enjoy all our wellness functions
by selecting them from the electronic 
control panel: hammam with aromatherapy, 
emotional shower, nebulization, cold 
cascade shower, dorsal hydromassage, 
shiatsu jets, audio system. Versatile to 
install, it is available in black or white.

TRANSFORM WATER 
INTO YOUR WELLNESS RITUAL

An authentic daily spa that offers 
customisable wellness paths: a hammam,  
a small cascade, a raindrop shower head, 
nebulization with two, intense and gentle, 
programmed sequences, all combined with 
soft, coloured lighting, scented essences 
and music.

FRAME 1N2

CLOUD 140

CLOUD 120
120×80×220 cm

CLOUD 100-80
100×80×220 cm

CLOUD 140
140×90×220 cm

FRAME 100
100×75×224 cm

FRAME 120
120×80×224 cm

FRAME IN2
150×110×224 cm

ΩMEGA
DESIGN PININFARINA

A UNIQUE ICON 
OF ITALIAN DESIGN

Design and refined materials welcome you 
into an exclusive space. Hammam with 
aromatherapy, an emotional shower,  
a cascade, a dorsal hydromassage with 
adjustable jets and a teak seat with an 
exclusive design, created to relax and 
revitalise in an elegant space. Available in 
black or white.

ΩMEGA BLACK

ΩMEGA LEFT VERSION
120×100×225 cm

ΩMEGA RIGHT VERSION
120×100×225 cm

Available with a sliding (except for CLOUD S) or hinged left or right version door. 
Cloud can be installed with or without a shower tray.

Available with a left or right version door

MAX. 8 SEATS MOOD XL

MAX. 6 SEATS MOOD L

MAX. 5 SEATS SASHA, SASHA 2.0

MAX. 4 SEATS MOOD M

MAX. 3 SEATS MOOD S, SASHA-MI

MAX. 2 SEATS FRAME IN2

1 SEAT FRAME 120, FRAME 100, CLOUD, ΩMEGA

KEY OF SYMBOLS CHOOSE YOUR IDEAL WELLNESS CENTRE

Technical information and other specifications may vary. For more info please visit www.jacuzzi.co.uk

FINNISH 
SAUNA

BIOSAUNA HAMMAM

SASHA, SASHA 2.0 AND SASHA-MI

WHITE HPL BLACK HPL BASSWOOD ABACHI WOOD TRANSPARENT 
GLASS

TRANSPARENT 
GLASS
(WHITE ΩMEGA) 

SILK-SCREENED 
GLASS
(SASHA ONLY)

HEMLOCK 
WOOD

PINE WOOD

MOOD

FRAME CLOUD ΩMEGA

WHITE HPL BLACK HPL WHITE ACRYLIC WHITE 
TECHSTONE®

BLACK
TECHSTONE®

SMOKED GLASS
(BLACK ΩMEGA)

DORSAL 
HYDROMASSAGE

DAY & NIGHTSHIATSUAROMATHERAPY

CASCADE
SHOWER

EMOTIONAL 
SHOWER

CUSTOM 
SIZED

REMOTE 
CONTROL APP

SAFETY KIT

MATERIALS AND FINISHES



THE BEST MOMENT OF THE DAY.®

  www.jacuzzi.co.uk
  0113 272 7430 

  customercare@jacuzzi.co.uk

  Jacuzzi Spa and Bath Limited, 
Old Mill Lane, Low Road, Hunslet, Leeds LS10 1RB


